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RESPONDING TO
A HACK ATTACK
The information a listed company owns is one of its
greatest assets, which also poses a large potential
threat to businesses. Increasingly, hackers are able
to penetrate the IT systems of large businesses and
expose this confidential information.
Consumers, suppliers and investors often lose faith in
a company after an attack, prompting brand, revenue
and share price damage. In this ASX roundtable, we
explore how companies can develop an appropriate
cyber approach and how they should communicate to
the market after a cyber attack.

Alexandra Cain, moderator, Listed@
ASX: What are some of the current
hacking threats listed businesses
should know about?
Nigel Phair, director of UNSW
Canberra Cyber: People talk about
hacking, but they’re really referring to
phishing. It’s a technical achievement to get
into a network, which is hacking. Phishing
is social engineering, and that should be
every organisation’s number one concern.
Chris Hockings, chief technology
officer, IBM Security: Whoever is behind
a phishing attack has a much broader
objective than getting someone to click on
a link in an email. It’s a way to infiltrate a
network.
Susan Doniz, group chief information
officer, Qantas: If a phishing attack is
successful it’s because a combination of
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“We’ve been though
an OH&S revolution,
focusing on how we
keep the workplace
safe. Today, even
in board meetings
people share safety
stories to bring
awareness to it.
That’s how
we need to treat
cyber security.”

things didn’t work well together. One of
them is the technology, but another one is
the human side. We’ve spent a lot of time
using technology to protect networks. But
the most important piece is the human
firewall. This includes everything from
people being aware of the potential for an
attack and what they should and shouldn’t
do, including reporting it. These days
people are more aware of malicious links
and don’t click on them, but it’s just as
important they report receiving the link.
Eugenia Kolivos, partner, Corrs
Chambers Westgarth: A big piece is
having a cybersecurity culture led from
the top with a workforce that is educated.
You might also have disgruntled staff
presenting an internal threat. So it’s also a
matter of staying close to your employees.
In terms of the organisation’s broader
ecosystem, it may not be information under
the control of your organisation that’s at
risk. It may be your information stored by
customers or suppliers that’s at risk. So
from a risk mitigation perspective you need
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to think about how customers and service
providers are handling your organisation’s
information. In other words, understand
security systems, risks and processes
beyond your own borders.
Nick Savvides, chief technology
officer – Australia, New Zealand and
Japan, Symantec: We went though an
occupational health and safety revolution
30 years ago, focusing on how we keep the
workplace safe and how to report safety
incidents. Today, even in board meetings
people share safety stories, to bring
awareness to it. That’s how we need to treat
cyber security.
Listed@ASX: How do you build the
right cyber security culture?
Nick: Employees need to be aware of, and
understand, their reporting obligations.
Because people feel ashamed if they
are conned by a phishing email, so they
don’t report them. To prevent this, we
do phishing simulations and phish our

employees to see who falls victim, but we
make sure they are comfortable, not made
to feel ashamed.
Chris: It’s important to have the right sort
of conversations, moving towards softer
language. So rather than using terms like
hacking, use words like resilience, which
includes concepts like confidentiality,
integrity and availability – which is a key
concern.
Nigel: When I talk to boards the first
question I ask is what technology means for
them. Then you can start working out
culture. I talk about taking the organisation
on a journey that never ends. Through this
journey, you figure out if you want to
achieve a gold, silver or bronze standard of
cyber security. It doesn’t matter if an
organisation makes a decision to be the
bronze standard, but they have to know what
that means. If you’re the bronze standard, an
attack might mean the business is offline
for a day, whereas you’ll only be offline for
a minute under the gold standard.
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Eugenia: When you choose a lower
standard of cybersecurity awareness and
protection in your organisation, there’s
going to be a price to pay if you have a data
breach. That needs to be weighed up when
making decisions about upfront expenses.
Listed@ASX: So how do you work
out what it’s going to cost you if you
experience a breach?
Chris: Once you understand where your
data is and what you’re trying to protect,
you can start to do some cost analysis
around technology, processes and training
to address shortcomings. There’s also
Australian data available that quantifies
the cost of a data breach when one occurs.
Eugenia: When you are trying to quantify
a breach, invariably certain factors are
not quantifiable. For example, you don’t
know whether you’re going to get a class
action from disgruntled members of the
public who have had their information
compromised. There’s also the potential

for shareholder action, if the directors have
not discharged their duties appropriately in
exercising due care and skill in managing
data and cyber security risks. And of
course, reputation risk. This has to be taken
into account when thinking about cost of a
breach.
Susan: That can be hard to quantify. No
amount of money will protect you 100 per
cent – even NASA has been hacked. What’s
important, beyond putting systems in place
that offer as much protection as you can
predict at a point in time, is having a plan
in place should you have a breach. Like any
incident, it’s how you recover that makes
the difference.
Listed@ASX: What’s the level of
resilience among corporates?
Nick: If you think about some of the
very high profile breaches, eBay is an
example of how to handle a breach well.
They immediately instructed hundreds of
millions of users to re-set their passwords.

So there was very little commercial
impact because of the way they handled
communication to the market and users.
They made the attackers the bad guy and
they looked competent. When you look
across the industry, in the badly handled
breaches the communication, resilience
and response plans have not been unified.
Susan: Businesses are taking this
seriously. There’s a lot of work going on
understanding privacy rules and the new
mandatory breach reporting obligations.
Chris: The good thing about this
legislation is that it focuses businesses on
how to respond to a breach. Boards have
to become comfortable with the fact their
organisation will never be 100 per cent
secure and so they’ll be measured by the
way they respond to these incidents.
Nick: Conversations are moving up the
food chain inside an organisation because
security is now top-of-mind. We’re seeing
corporate structures adjust, and to me that

“Once you understand
where your data
is and what you’re
trying to protect, you
can start to do some
cost analysis.”
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kinds of crimes for
hundreds of years but
this is a new area,
so there’s a large
amount of education
going on.”

indicates organisations are taking cyber
more seriously.
Susan: This is a very complex topic and
it’s not simple in terms of action, reaction.
It’s an interconnected web of controls,
risks, systems and people. People have
understood certain kinds of crimes for
hundreds of years but this is a new area,
so there’s a large amount of education
going on.
Eugenia: In some way’s we’re just at
the start because we’ve only just had
mandatory data breach reporting for
personal information come into effect
in February this year. We’ve got the EU’s
General Data Protection Regulation
coming in May with many Australian
companies affected by this regulation.
These laws will certainly create greater
awareness of the potential consequences
of a breach as and when they are reported.
Organisations will respond once they
appreciate the gravity of what can happen
if there is an incident. But mandatory data
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breach reporting laws in Australia are only
concerned with personal information; it’s
a small subset of cyber security risk. What
happens when a breach exposing valuable
IP isn’t touched by that legislation is the
other piece of this on which organisations
need to be focused.
Nigel: I think many organisations talk big
and don’t follow through. Banking and
finance and government do cyber well.
Most other organisations are far behind.
Boards say cyber is top of mind, but that
doesn’t mean there’s much action going
on. The message for listed businesses is
they need to be more on the front foot. But
many aren’t mature enough to work out the
return-on-investment in cyber security. You
have to spend a lot of money on something
that may not happen and isn’t necessarily
going to prevent an attack. So you see a lot
of inaction.
Susan: Customers expect businesses to
have strong cyber security systems in place
and investors are also starting to look at

companies’ levels of cyber protection. If
businesses are not across this, investors
won’t invest in those stocks.
Eugenia: Listed companies should have
cyber security expertise on the board. It
has to come from the top, because without
that expertise on the board they don’t know
what questions to ask, how to investigate
a cybersecurity incident or adequately
prepare for one.
Nigel: I think we’re light years away from
investors making savvy decisions based
on information about a company’s cyber
strategy. But cyber is a corporate social
responsibility issue, so I think they’ll get
there eventually.
Listed@ASX: What cyber risk
scenarios should investor relations
prepare for?
Nigel: The first is the ‘front page test’ –
the impact on the business when a cyber
breach is released to the media by a third
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“We’re at a point
where a company’s
existence is at
risk due to a
cyber incident.”

party before the business knows know it.
That’s one of the biggest threats.
Chris: It’s a boom moment for the
organisation when it’s on the front
page. Then it all goes back to resilience.
Businesses must know the basic
remediation they need to apply so the
organisation can continue to run after
a breach. Being on the front page is one
thing. It’s another thing if your systems are
down and you lose trust and revenue.
Nick: Think through how to handle
receiving information around a data
breach. Businesses may have procedures
and policies to detect a breach, but the
reality is most are notified of data breaches
by third parties. However, many don’t
have a process by which to be notified.
Software companies do this well because
generally they have a reporting process or
a vulnerability disclosure process. They
offer a reward for reporting vulnerabilities.
But all organisations need to have a
process for being notified by third parties

about a breach. Investor relations can also
regularly update investors on what the
organisation is doing around cyber, rather
than wait until a major incident happens.
Chris: I see a future in which cyber will
be discussed in the annual report in
risk disclosures. It’s also important to
communicate industry-wide cyber metrics
and data from global threat research firms
to investors. If the board is not content
it can quantify and mitigate cyber risks,
at some point that should be disclosed
to shareholders. That should translate to
shareholder confidence.
Nigel: Mature organisations know the
proportion of their revenue that goes
to cyber security and safety. That’s why
banking and finance businesses are more
mature in this space because they have
quantifiable risks. We’re at a point where
a company’s existence is at risk due to a
cyber incident. We’ve seen organisations
fail; we’ve seen consumers turn their backs
on organisations and experience material

impacts to revenue from a cyber attack.
That’s where we are today and where we
need to be educating people.
Susan: It’s not enough to know about
cyber, you need to understand it.
Businesses cannot run without technology
so we need to help educate the investor
relations audience about cyber security and
cyber protection systems.
Chris: The more people rotating through
this topic, the better it will be for
organisations.
Nigel: Know where your data is and who
has access to it and why they have access.
Many people have permission to access a
lot of information they don’t need to do
their job. Also make sure you can lock
computers that are lost or stolen. They are
some simple things people can do.
Nick: Make sure there’s an avenue for
IT leaders in the business to engage with
the board.
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“When an entity
becomes aware of
any information a
reasonable person
would expect to have
a material effect on
the price or value of
the entity’s securities,
the entity must
tell ASX.”
Listed@ASX: What’s the obligation to
report a breach to ASX?
Chris: If you know you’ve had a breach,
assess how different parties will be
affected. Regardless of whether the
information may be made public, you
need to be on the front foot. Execute your
response process that you’ve practised to
minimise damage.
Susan: Listed companies are also
responsible for any data managed by third
parties. They need to validate they are
taking care of it.
Chris: IR should ask their IT service
providers how they comply with
privacy regulations.
Eugenia: When an entity becomes aware
of any information concerning it that a
reasonable person would expect to have
a material effect on the price or value of
the entity’s securities, the entity must
immediately tell ASX. So it is totally
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conceivable that a major cybersecurity
incident could require reporting. If
an organisation chooses to outsource
management of personal information to
a third party, the organisation retains
primary responsibility for what happens
to that information. Many organisations
have data hosted overseas with offshore
cloud service providers, however the
responsibility to comply with privacy laws
usually remains with the organisation.
Listed@ASX: What’s your final
message to IR and the board on cyber
safety and security?
Chris: The language is changing. Cyber
security people have been transfixed on
the detect, protect, respond scenario.
Now this conversation is becoming much
broader around resilience, availability and
working with professionals from other
areas to help navigate our way to the board.
Education of people using computers is
one thing, but education needs to go all the
way to the top.

Susan: Cyber is business. It’s not a little
topic in the corner the CIO can deal with.
It’s a business topic.
Eugenia: Cyber security is a team effort
and that means embedding cyber security
awareness in an organisation’s culture and
decision making.
Nigel: Businesses must be able to articulate
their value proposition to the market about
their use of personal information, how they
use technology and how they are going to
win in this space.
Nick: Organisations need to treat cyber
security in the same way they treat
occupational health and safety. That is,
it’s everybody’s responsibility, it’s
everybody’s problem.
It is essential this is a topic for the
board and investor relations, and that
it’s communicated to the market in a
regular fashion. This is an approach that
will give businesses an advantage over
many other firms.

